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SUMMARY 
Because of the increased speeds of today's aircraft, difficult 
aerodynamic and structural problems associated with control characteris-
tics have created a need to find a new method of aircraft control at 
supersonic speeds. By assuming; oblique shock theory, inviscid flow, a 
rigid body, steady state conditions, and a single degree of freedom, the 
rolling effectiveness and drag coefficient were determined theoretically 
for a fuselage flap control system "biased on the principle of shock wave 
interference. 
The equation of motion for an. aircraft in a steady roll was solved 
to give the rolling effectiveness: 
(fik)/r = - _L§ 
K2VJ/o C 
P 
The expression C. was found by using strip theory to be 
P 
ft* b/2 « oa v o C, of 2 , 
1 = - — p \ c y dy 
Sb 2 <J * 
where a is the linearized three-dimensional lift-curve slope. 
The three-dimensional pressure losses were divided into three re-
gions behind the shock wave. The pressure coefficient given by conical 
flow theory, 
-1 
C = C ~ [ (i . 2 B tancv) , 
P Ps TT 
ix 
was then integrated to give the rolling moment coefficient in each region] 
however, it was more convenient to find the loss in rolling moment coeffi-
cient in each region and subtract this value from the coefficient that 
would be obtained if there were no losses behind the shock. The rolling 
moment coefficient was then plotted as a function of the flap extension 
angle and the curve numerically differentiated to give C. . The ratio 
of C and C. then gave the desired rolling effectiveness which has 
xi \ 
been compared graphically with the rolling effectiveness for conventional 
control systems. The rolling effectiveness analysis was performed for a 
rectangular, a forty-five degree swept, and a delta wing. 
The drag coefficient was obtained by summing the pressure forces 
determined from shock-expansion theory of the fuselage flap in the axial 
direction. The resulting coefficient was then graphically compared with 
experimental and theoretical drag coefficients for conventional control. 
systems. 
From the results of the rolling effectiveness analysis it was con-
cluded that the fuselage flap control system is moire effective than aile-
rons and wing tip ailerons as a method of rolling control for Mach numbers 
from 1.2 to 2.0 on a delta wing. The all-moveable wing was shown graphic-
ally to be much more effective in rolling than the fuselage flap except at 
Mach number 1.2 on the rectangular wing and Mach number 2.1 on a swept 
wing. For Mach numbers less than 2.1 the fuselage flap used in conjunc-
tion with a forty-five degree swept wing has been shown to be an excellent 
control device. 
Results of the disag analysis indicate that the fuselage flap drag 
coefficient is comparable to all types of controls excepting wing tip 
X 
ailerons. 
Viscous effects were neglected to limit the scope of this investi-
gation. Ho-wever, these effects could possibly be a major factor in the 
fuselage flap control characteristics. Further investigations should in-
clude the viscous effect. It is also recommended that a wind tunnel test 
be performed to study the aeroelastic problem and to substantiate the 




As flight speeds of present day aircraft have been extended into 
the supersonic regime, aerodynamic and structural problems associated 
with conventional control systems have become increasingly acute. The 
high velocities encountered and the types of control employed have re-
sulted in a considerable weight penalty from the structural stiffening 
required to counteract the aeroelastic effect arising from unfavorable 
load concentrations. Thin^winged aircraft pay hazardous penalties in 
control effectiveness as a result of this aeroelastic effect. Some so-
lutions to the structural problem incorporate all-moveable wings and 
tails and wing tip ailerons, but the problem still exists because of the 
1* 
load concentration at the control axis. According to Stone , spoilers 
have been proposed because of the decrease in twisting moment compared 
with the aileron, but since large drag forces are created by spoilers at 
high speeds, other types of control may be more advantageous. Blowing 
2 
Jets have been investigated by Schult for use as a control device to re-
lieve the structural problem, but they were shown to be less effective 
and to have higher drag than all moveable wings, plain flaps, or spoilers. 
3 
Reaction-type controls have been investigated by Hunter , but their appli-
cability lies only with missiles which require no roll control. 
Illustrations of the aeroelastic problem including the effect of 
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Fig* 2 Aeroelastie Effect Due to Aileron Deflection 
for a Forty-Five Degree Swept Wing. (Ref. l) 
3 
altitude, are shovn in Fig. 1, from Hedgepeth and Kell , and Fig.-* 2, from 
Stone , where the rolling effectiveness is plotted as a function of Mach 
number. These two figures illustrate the problem facing aircraft engi-
neers in the design of aircraft control systems. Figure 1 shows the 
effect of aeroelasticity on an aileron system with altitude and with in-
creasing Mach number. At the higher Mach number and lower altitude, the 
rolling effectiveness approaches negative values, or the aileron reaches 
its reversal speed. Figure 2 shows the effect of altitude on the rolling 
effectiveness of a flexible wing. With increasing Mach number the roll-
ing effectiveness at 1*0,000 feet decreases, approaching a limiting value, 
but at sea level, the aileron has reached its reversal speed before the 
sonic Mach number. 
Another problem which must be considered is the weight penalty re-
sulting from the use of heavy, high-pressure hydraulic control systems 
required to activate the control devices at high speeds. The use of all 
moveable wings and tails and wing-tip ailerons have eliminated the prob-
lem of large control forces, but the structural weight required to accom-
modate the loads at the control axis cancels the advantage gained from a 
light-weight control mechanism. 
Because of these problems there exists a need to consider new 
methods of aircraft control at supersonic speeds. The following presen-
tation is an investigation of a new aircraft or winged missile control 
system based on the principle of shock wave interference in which the 
pressure rise associated with the shock wave is directed on an aircraft 
or missile component,to generate a control force. 
5 
Eggers and Syvertson investigated the principle of shock wave in-
k 
terference as applied to maximum lift-drag ratios obtained by arranging 
aircraft components in such a way as to utilize the fuselage bow shock. 
The feasibility of this principle for use as a method of control is con-
firmed by noting that Eggers and Syvertson obtained experimental lift-
drag ratios of the order of six and greater. 
Holder and Lock have investigated the use of a fuselage flap as a 
lateral control device with the assumption of linearized first order 
theory. Their results indicated that a more refined theoretieal analysis 
should be performed, making use of oblique shock relations to develop the 
rolling effectiveness and the drag of such a control system. 
The purpose of this presentation is to develop the relations for 
the rolling effectiveness and drag of the fuselage flap control system 
under consideration. The values obtained from these relations will then 
be compared with those for control systems now in use for a rectangular, 
a forty-five degree swept, and a delta wing. 
5 
CHAPTER II 
CONFIGURATION AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The new control system under consideration consists basically of a 
flap located on the side of the fuselage at the wing or tail of the air-
craft which could be extended or retracted on command for the purpose of 
maneuver or flight path correction. Upon extension at supersonic speeds 
the flow turned by the flap creates a shock wave which passes over the 
wing or tail surface. The ambient pressure rise associated with the 
shock wave acts on the area behind the shock front, resulting in a. roll-
ing, pitching, or yawing moment about the center of gravity (see F'ig. 3)• 
A similar control force can be created by retracting a flap into the 
fuselage, causing a decrease in ambient pressure due to expansion. For 
the purpose of simplification only the extended flap for lateral control 
will be investigated here. 
To obtain an order of magnitude of the control forces created by 
the fuselage flap control, a wedge type body was assumed for this presen-
tation. The wedge has a maximum thickness at a distance equal to the 
wing root chord and the wedge leading edge is at the wing leading edge 
(see Fig. h). For a swept wing the flap must be extended beyond the root 
chord so that the expansion wave from the vertex will not reduce the 
pressure on the wing surface. For small extension angles, however, this 
increase in length can be neglected. 
There are several advantages which the fuselage flap system has 
over conventional control systems. Since the center of pressure for such 
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Fig* 3 Boning Control Force Created B? 
Extension of Fuselage Flap* 
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reduced. Hence^ less structural stiffening is required than for conven-
tional aileron controls. Large load concentrations are not a factor her® 
as in the ease of all-moveable wings where large forces are found at the 
wing axis- Also, a control mechanism which converts forces to torque is 
not required since the fuselage flap could be extended by a light-weight 
pushing mechanism inside the fuselage. This would reduce the weight of 
the conventional control system since it would not be used at supersonic 
speeds where, excepting all-moveable controls, large control forces are 
required. 
There are several simplifying assumptions which must be made in 
order that a preliminary investigation, such as this presentation, can be 
carried out. The most important of these assumptions is the neglect of 
viscous effects. One of the difficulties arising when viscosity Influ-
ences the flow occurs when the shock wave from the fuselage flap Impinges 
on the wing boundary layer. Little is known about how this impingement 
influences the drag. A1.BG> as a result of viscosity, there will t>e a 
spanwise flow component due to the pressure gradient in the boundary 
layer which causes flow out of the high pressure region behind the shock 
front to the lower pressure region forward of the shock, or, as in Fig. 
5> from point (2) to point (1). In order to limit the scope of this pre-
sentation the effect of viscosity will be neglected. 
Another spanwise component of the flow comes about as a result of 
turning the flow by the extension of a control flap. Since flap deflec-
-'felons will foe United to angles between two and ten degrees, this span-
wi.se component is small and will be assumed to have no influence on the 
control character!sti c s. 
Fig. k Fuselage Flap Configuration Used to Develop 
the Control Force 
/ ^ 1 ^ 
'Shock ( l ) ^A \// 
Wave ,^f" j . 





Fig. 5 Spanwlse Flow as a Result of the Pressure 
• Gradient in tha Boundary Layer on the Wing 
9 
It must also be assumed that the shock wave from the lateral con-
trol flap lies behind the wing leading edge. This assumption is made in 
order to avoid the effect of the shock wave on the pressure of the wing 
under-surface which would cancel most of the desired control force. 
To eliminate the consideration of aeroelastic and inertia effects 
the wing is assumed to be a rigid flat plate at zero angle of attack in a 
steady roll with a single degree of freedom. The assumptions of a single 
degree of freedom and a steady roll are not exact, but they eliminate 
cross-coupling effects and permit the equation Of motion to be easily 
solved. The rigidity assumption is nee essary because the wing used here 
is arbitrary, and its properties must be known in order to solve the 
aeroelastic problem. 
Since a constant pressure coefficient is desired behind the shock 
wave along its length, it must be shown that the shock wave is straight 
on the wing surface. Also, since the Mach angle at any point must be 
based on the local Mach number, the Mach angle on the wing surface must 
be based on the Mach number behind the shock wave. In most instances the 
shock angle is less than the wing surface Mach angle. Therefore, to have 
a straight shock wave it must be shown tfrat the Mach waves from points of 
disturbance do not intersect the shock wave within the semi-span. It is 
assumed that there is no discontinuity in the flow except the shock wave. 
Hence, the Mach angle must change gradually from that of freestream above 
the shock front to that on the wing surface thereby producing the disturb-
ance cone as seen in Fig. 6. Section A-A is the plane of intersection of 
the cone of disturbance with the wing surface. It can be seen that the 
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the Top of the Shock Front 
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asymptotically. Therefore, since the freestream Mach angle is less than 
the shock angle from second order theory, no intersection occurs. 
A curved shock wave can also result if the expansion wave from the 
rear of the fuselage flap intersects the shock wave, however this does 
not occur for the wing aspect ratios under consideration as has been 
shown in Appendix I, Also, it is assumed that the shock wave strength 
does not deteriorate in the vicinity of the wing. Under these assump-
tions the shock wave used in this presentation is straight and the pres-
sure coefficient is constant along its length. The wing is assumed to be 
attached to an infinite fuselage so that there are no effects on the wing 
or on the fuselage flap shock wave from the fuselage bow shock wave. 
Finally, the gas is assumed to be perfect with a ratio of specific 
heats of lA. 
Summarizing, the major assumptions made are: 
1. Viscous effects are neglected, 
2. Spanwise flow is neglected, 
3. The wing is a rigid flat plate at zero angle of attack 
in a steady roll with a single degree of freedom, 
k. The shock wave over the wing surface is straight, 
5. Perfect gas, ft = !•**•• 
Other less critical assumptions are to be found throughout the 




The rolling effectiveness will be found from the parameters C, , 
i 6 
the change in rolling moment coefficient per change in flap deflection 
angle, and C, , the change in rolling moment coefficient per change in 
P 
wing tip helix angle, usually called the clamping in rolling coefficient. 
The ratio of these derivatives will give the desired effectiveness para-
meter, the wing tip helix angle per degree of flap deflection. The deri-
7 
vation of the effectiveness parameter was obtained from Perkins and Hage 
where, by summing moments about the aircraft centerline, the equation of 
motion for a roll is 
ip . A i . a* + -&i •. a (3.1) 
OP O o 
where I is the moment of Inertia about the fuselage centerline. For a 
flat plate at zero angle of attack dp = p and d S = d , and in a 
steady roll Equation (3»l) can be written 










The damping in roll coefficient, C_ , can be found using strip 
P 
theory. With regard to Fig. J, the angle of attack, in radians, of any 
section due to the rolling velocity, p ,, can be approximated for small. 
angles by 
o< o =E^Z (3A) 
Hence, the section life coefficient, based on section area, for a flat 
plate due to rolling is 
c - a A*K = a £ .',,,,7 (^.5) 
The differential rolling moment coefficient can be expressed as 
C A y A 
dCi • -rtjr • H M (3-6) 
where A is the section area. Substitution of Equation (3*5) into Equa-
tion (3^6) then yields for the rolling moment coefficient 
ka. p '> 2 
C 1 = - S T V ^ ° y y d y ( 3>7) 
A negative sign is associated with Equation (3*7) since an increase 
in rolling velocity tends to decrease the rolling moment. Differentiating 
Equation (3.7) gives 
^ c1 8a 
b/2 
Sb' 
cy Y dy (3.8) 
In Appendix II it is shown that the three-dimensional lift curve 
slope, a , for a forty-five degree swept wing with a taper ratio of 
one, is approximated by 
a = ̂r o B 
2BA - 1 
1 . L-d 
V(2B + I) 2 - 1 
• ) (3.9) 
for a rectangular wing by 
and for a delta wing by 
a = — o B 1 - 2 B AR 
o 
(3.10) 
a •— "cr" 
o B. (3.11) 
where — is the linearized supersonic Life curve slope given by Ackert 
JD 
o 
Theory. Linearized theory is used here since it gives satisfactory re-
sults without complicated calulations to determine the pressure distri-
bution on the wing surface. 
The damping in roll coefficient is found by integrating Equation 
(3«8). For a taper ratio of one, Equation (3«8) becomes 
15 
a 
C2 = 1 (3.12) 
P 
where a is dependent upon the type of wing in question, rectangular or 
swept. For a taper ratio of zero, corresponding to a delta wing, Equation 
(3*8) becomes 
C-, = - J-- (3.13) 
P 3 o 
The plots of the damping In roll coefficient versus Mach number 
are found in Fig. 8 for a rectangular, a forty-five degree swept, and a 
delta wing, respectively. 
The term, C. , the change in rolling moment coefficient due to 
1s 
a change in flap deflection, from Equation (3»^)> vas determined by solv-
ing for the rolling moment coefficient as a function of the flap deflec-
tion angle, plotting these values, and differentiating the curve. 
The total rolling moment coefficient was found by subtracting the 
losses in rolling moment due to three-dimensional effects from the coef-
ficient which would be obtained if a constant pressure existed on the 
wing behind the shock wave. The largest loss occurs as a result of the 
freestream conditions directly above the shock wave influencing the pres-
sure distribution on the wing surface behind the shock (see Fig. 9). The 
loss in region I was found by integrating the product of the pressure; co-
efficient, the incremental area, and the moment arm from the root chord 
of the wing and subtracting this value from the rolling moment coefficient 
obtained if the pressure were constant throughout the affected area on the 
wing surface. By assuming a conical flow field, the equation for the loss 
Fig. 7 An Arbitrary Wing used with Strip Theory 
in Determining the Damping in Roll Coefficient 
Fig. 9 Pressure Loss due to the Influence of FreestreeJi 
Conditions Directly Above the Shock Fromt 
1,0 1.8 2.6 
Mach Number 
3J 
Fig. 8 Damping in Rolling Coefficient as a Function of Mach 
Number for Various Aspect Ratios. Rectangular Wing. 
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Fig, 8 (Coaclmdjea) Delta Wiag 
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in rolling moment coefficient in region I has been found in Appendix III 
to be 
Cn - C - C (3.1*0 
h si x 
where, 
A 
I 2 y 
and 
1 - t y ' - 1 / . 2h'B N 
-w" 0 0 8 (1 -r^7'} 
+ 2'\ r - v 
U h ' B 
- 1 - ffj y'dy' 
where y* , A.. and y are dependent upon the shock angle, flap height, 
and Mach number ( see Appendix III). It should be noted here that the ]fech 
angle used in determining the areas of the regions behind the shock was 
based on the Mach number behind the shock, as seen by the use of B. 
The second loss occurs if the shock wave intersects the wing tip., 
There is a loss in pressure behind the Mach cone from the intersection 
due to the free stream conditions outside; the wing tip influencing the flow 
on the wing behind the Mach cone (see Fig,. 10). As before, the loss in 
rolling moment coefficient in region II was found to be 
C = C - C (3.15) 
J~r J-_̂  -!_.•,-T-
'II 





Fig. 10 Pressure Lose due to Tip Effect Behind 
the Shock Wave 
Pressure 
Bistributioa 
Fig, 11 Pressure Loss due t© Tip Effect from the Intersection 
©f the Mach Coae from the Shock Front and the Wiag Tip 
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where 
AR.Tv2 _ o / , AR.T, ( i - f ^ ) r 2(1 - ^ -J 




f l MiSS ( i 
C - c 2 ; \ cos (l - 2 B t a n c < ) 





1 - tan A , tan 0 
m t e 
tan 0 
The final loss in rolling moment occurs when the Mach cone from the 
top of the shock fron intersects the wing tip (see Fig, ll). The flow 
outside the wing tip can influence the flow on the wing tip behind the 
Mach cone from the point of intersection. Conical, flow theory no longer 
holds in region III since the pressure coefficient is influenced by the 
pressure coefficient in region II and is not constant along a ray from the 
Mach cone vertex; however, for simplification the flow in region III was 
assumed conical. Normally, the pressure coefficient along a Mach line is 
equal to the shock wave pressure coefficient, as in region II. In region 
III the pressure coefficient will not reach the shock wave value as a re-
sult of region II, therefore it was assumed that the pressure coefficient 
along the Mach line bordering region III was the average coefficient in 
23 
region II, or one-half of the shock wave pressure coefficient. The justi-
fication of this assumption is shown in Appendix. IV-
The solution of the loss in rolling moment coefficient in region 








(1 . ̂ T _ h V B )2 
\. = CP 4.AR.(tanyL + B7 
s X I I
 s ^ e 
2(1 
1 - -
—•- - h 8B) 
FAR. (tan /^~TT) 
and 
c i = c p 
Til s 
AT5 m O M r -I 
( 1 . *gi± . h . B ) - / / -
cos ' (l - 2 B tan ex ) ^ _ _ _ 
sin <K tan A , + cos ex. )' 
te ' 
4(1 - % £ - h'B) sin o< 
3.AR.(sin c*i tan A + cos ex } 
' te 
d^C 
Since the linearized potential equation was used to determine the 
variation in pressure coefficient (see Equation (Ao2)) in a disturbed re-
gion it follows that when any region intersects another, the losses aris-
ing in each can be linearly super-imposed. 
The total rolling moment coefficient was found by determining the* 
rolling moment coefficient that would occur if the pressure were constant 
in region S, the total area behind the shock, and subtracting the losses 
2k 
from this value. The rolling moment coefficient for the shock wav<= 
greater than 0 is 
C - c (3 - AR.T) 
Ll * p ' 12 
s * s 
where 0 is the angle at which the shock wave begins to intersect the 
wing tip (see Fig. 9). The angle 0 is determined for an arbitrary wing 
to be 
0 « tan AR 
2(1 + AR.tan.A te 






Finally, the total rolling moment coefficient is given by 
\ • ci - Is 
t s L 
where y CL is the sum of the losses in rolling moment coefficient due 
to outside influences. 
The equations for the total rolling moment coefficient were solved 
on the Burroughs Datatron 220 Digital Computer. These values were plotted 
as a function of the flap deflection angle and flap height in Figs. 12 
through 14 for a rectangular, a forty-five degree swept, and a delta wing, 
Page missing from thesis 
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derivatives are obtained as those for a rectangular wing. It should, be 
noted that there are no values plotted for the rolling moment coefficient 
parameter at a Mach number of 1.2 (see Fig, lh). At a Mach number of 1.2 
a small flap extension causes a large shock wave angle, but it was assumed 
that the shock must lie behind the wing leading edge, hence, as the shock 
wave lies in front of the wing leading edge, this Mach number was not con-
sidered, 
As in the case for a rectangular wing, the fuselage flap used with 
a delta wing affords good roll control for small aspect ratios and Mach 
numbers (see Fig. 17). At the larger Mach numbers, where the shock angle 
from the fuselage flap is small, there is an advantage in the large length 
of the moment arm to the center of pressure of ailerons and all-moveable 
wings. 
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Fig, 12 Rolling Moment Coefficient for a Rectangular Wing as a 






Pig. 12 (Concluded) 
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& Degrees 
^Fig. 13 Rolling Moment Coefficient for a Forty-Five Degree Swept 
Wing sis a Function of "tile Flap Extension Angle for Vari-
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Pig. 1^ Rolling Moment Coefficient for a Delta Wing as a Function 
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Fig. 15 Rolling Effectiveness for a Rectangular Wing as a Function 
of Mach Number for Various Aspect Ratios, Flap Heights, 
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Fig. 16 Rolling Effectiveness for a Forty-Five Degree Swept Wing 
as a Function of Mach Number for Various Aspect Ratios, 
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Fig. 17 Rolling Effectiveness for a Delta Wing as a Function of 
Mach Number for Various Aspect Ratios, Flap Heigntis, 




The drag of the fuselage flap was determined by assuming that the. 
flap is a two-dimensional wedge at zero angle of attack and applying 
shock-expansion theory. The two-dimensional assumption neglects the 
effect of pressure reduction due to the influence of freestream condi-
tions above the flap behind the Mach cone emanating from the top portion 
of the flap (see Fig. 18). The assuiaption of two-dimensional flow yields 
a conservative result since the three-dimensional effect reduces the 
pressure which creates drag force. 
Also neglected in the drag determination were the effects of shock 
impingement on the wing boundary layer and viscous drag. As mentioned in 
Chapter II, viscous effects were neglected to limit the scope of this 
presentation. 
The drag was found by adding the sum of the pressure forces, deter 
mined from shock-expansion theory, in the axial direction. The pressure 
on the forward portion of the flap, which is constant assuming two-
dimensional flow, was found from oblique shock relations for a perfect 
gas. The pressure on the rear portion of the flap, which is also con-
stant, was found by assuming an isentropic expansion around the flap ver-
12 
tex and using the Prandtl-Meyer expressions for determining the lambient 
pressure. The resultant pressure multiplied by the cross-sectional area 






Fig. 18 Mach Cone from the iLeading Edge of the Fuselage F]^p 
Shoving the Area of Varying Pressure 
Expansion 
Wave 
Fig. 19 Pressure Forces Acting on the Control Flap 
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Noting Fig. 19, the drag can. be written as 
D - he tan S (Pg - P3) (*.l) 
or, in terms of the drag coefficient based on exposed wing plan fora area 
for a wing with no taper, as 
S . S 9 H L £ _ ^ ( 1 _ £ ) (*.2) 
D J^AR Pl P2 
A correlated plot of drag coefficient versus Mach number, Pig. 20, 
has been constructed for design, purposes. For comparative purposes the 
drag coefficient has been plotted versus Mach number in Figs. 21 for 
aspect ratios of two, three, four, and five and flap heights of 0.1c and 
2 9 1^ 16 17 
0.3c. Experimental drag coefficients found in literature ' ' ' ' ' for 
various control system configurations have been compared to the control 
system discussed in this paper, according to the wing aspect ratio in 
which they apply. Also included in Figs. 21 is a theoretical drag coef-
ficient for a half-span aileron with chord 0.35c and a deflection angle 
of six degrees found by shock-expansion theory neglecting three-
dimensional effects. 
The results of the comparison show that the fuselage flap has a 
lower drag than aileron configurations for flap extensions of six degrees 
or less. The theoretical drag coefficient for the half-span ailerons was 
of the same order of magnitude as the theoretical drag coefficient for 
the fuselage flap of height 0.1c at extension angles of approximately 
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Fig. 20 Fuselage Flap Drag Coefficient as a Function of Mach Number 
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Fig. 21 Faselage Flap Drag Coefficient as a Function of Mach Number 
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four, and five, respectively. The theoretical drag coefficient for the 
aileron over-estimated the experimental values because three-dimensional 
effects were neglected, however, three-dimensional effects were also neg-
lected in determining the fuselage flap drag coefficient.; therefore,, a 
better estimate is obtained for the drag coefficient between the fuselage 
flap and the half-span ailerons when theoretical results are usedo Re-
sults of the drag comparison between full span spoilers and the fuselage 
flap (see Fig. 21, AR = 3«0) showed that for flap heights of 0.1c, the 
spoiler does not compare favorably; however, for a flap height of 0.3c 
comparable drag coefficients were obtained. The experimental drag coeffi-
cient for wing tip ailerons was substantially lower than the drag coeffi-
cient for the fuselage flap for the aspect ratios and Mach numbers at 
which experimental data was obtained. 
To restrict the length of this investigation a comparison was not 
made of the rolling moment coefficient as a function of the drag coeffi-




The results of this investigation of the fuselage flap control sys-
tem have indicated that: 
1. The fuselage flap control system used in conjunction with a 
rectangular wing affords adequate roJLL control between the Mach numbers 
of 1.2 and 1.8. 
2. The fuselage flap used with a forty-five degree swept wing is 
an excellent control device for Mach numbers between l A and 2.2. 
3. For a delta wing plan form, the fuselage flap affords adequate 
roll control for Mach numbers between 1.2 and 2»2a 
k. For the range of Mach lumbers investigated, the fuselage flap 
compares favorably with all types of conventional control systems other 
than the all-moveable wing system. 
5. The fuselage flap control system of height 0.1c has a compa-
rable or smaller drag coefficient compared to that, of conventional con-
trol systems other than wing tip ailerons. 
6. The drag coefficients obtained for the fuselage flap of height 
0.3c are larger than those for conventional controls with the exception 
of spoilers. In this case comparable drag coefficients were obtained. 
7* Overall results indicate that the fuselage flap control system 
is comparable to conventional control systems, excepting all-moveable 
wings. 
8. The rolling effectiveness, (fef)/£ , is not a satisfactory com-
k6 
parison parameters since the term CL used in its determination is not 
1s 
linear. This implies that the rolling effectiveness, which is usually not 





It is recommended that any further study of the fuselage flap con-
trol system include the effects of viscosity* This could be done by in-
vestigating the effects on drag of the shock wave impinging on the wing 
boundary layer. Research for literature covering the normal shock wave 
impingement on a boundary layer at a Mach number greater than 1,0 re-
vealed that few or no studies have been made in this field. Also, fur-
ther investigation should include viscous drag. 
Wind tunnel tests of the fuselage flap control system should be 
performed to substantiate the data obtained in this investigation* The 
loads on the wing from these tests should be used to determine the effect 
of aeroelasticity on the rolling moment. 
There should be a study made on the control forces required to 
activate the control flap and a comparison made with control forces re-
quired to activate conventional control systems. 
Consideration should be given to the fuselage flap as a pitching 
and yawing control device. 
It is also recommended that a more satisfactory rolling effective-
ness parameter be devised to take into account the non-linearity of the 
fuselage flap rolling moment coefficient. 
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AFPEUDDC I 
VERIFICATION OF THE NON-INTERACTION OF THE FUSELAGE 
FLAP SHOCK WAVE AND EXPANSION WAVE ON THE WING SURFACE 
Since no explicit relation exists between the flap extension angle, 
£ , and the shock angle, 0 , a geometrical approach was used here to 
show that the expansion wave from the rear of the fuselage flap does not 
intersect the shock wave within the wing boundary.. The intersection would 
cause a curved shock and a varying pressure coefficient along the shock. 
From Fig* 22, the plot of shock angle versus flap extension angle, 
the shock angles were found for various Mach numbers and constant flap 
extension angles. With the shock angles known the Mach number downstream 
of the shock was found from perfect gas relations which led to the deter-
mination of the Mach angle* This procedure was carried out for flap ex-
tensions of two and ten degrees and the angles were plotted on a wing 
plan form which varied in aspect ratio (see Figs. 23 and 2*0„ 
It can be seen that the shock and expansion waves do not intersect 
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Pig* 22 Variation of Shock Wave Angle vith Flap Extension 




Fig. 23 Shock Wave and Expansion Wave Angles for Various* Mach 
Numbers and a Flap Extension Angle of Two Degrees 
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Fig. 2k Shock Wave and Expansion Wave Angles for Various Mach 
Numbers and a Flap' Extension Angle of Ten Degrees 
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APPENDIX II 
DETERMINATION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL LIFT-CURVE SLOPE 
In the wing tip region the lift is given by 
CL = C * Cp . §* (A.1) 
Jo 
-l i-r •! O 
where, from Basemann and Nielson , 
cv = 5~ S1T" (1 " 2 Bo tan ̂  (At2) 
* o 
and from Fig. 25 with the wing tip chord parallel to the flight direction 
dA S ! A ^ 
p 
2(sin o< tan A, + cos oc) 
For a taper ratio of one the lift is then given by 
2<x I J* cos"1!I - 2 B tan ex) 
o (sinot tan A + C O S C K ) ' 
where c* is the angle of attack of the wing* The lift-curve slope is 
then given by 
(H -1, 
dC p \ cos ( 1 - 2BQ t a n c < ) do<. 
ao " a~̂ <"~ = B^f"AR ] TZ I I ~7T2 ^A"^ 
^ o o u J. ( s i n ex: t a n A + c o s c < ) 
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Equation (A.k) was integrated by parts to give the lift-curve slope in 
the wing tip region for a forty-five degree swept wing; 
o B .AR 
o 
2 B - 1 
o 
\T(2 B + if - 1 
B - 1 o 
B + 1 o 
(A. 5) 
The loss in lift curve slope due to three-dimensional effects was 
determined by subtracting the Equation (A.5) from the two-dimensional 
k 





2 B - 1 
o 
\|(2 BQ + I )
2 - 1 
(A.6) 
The total lift curve slope for the wing is 
k a w —— - a 
o B oT 
o Loss 
(A.T) 
Equation (A.7) was substituted into Equation (A«6) to yield 
•O-B! 
1 
" 5AR ~ 1 -
2 B - 1 o 
\|7a B O + i)
2 - i 
(A.8) 
Similarly, the lift-curve slops for a rectangular wing is 
a - —— c l -
o B K 2 B AR' 
o o 
i-) (A.9) 
For a delta wing there is no loss at the wing tip, therefore the 
lift curve-slope is the same as that for two-dimensional flow. Or, 
$4 




DERIVATION OP THE POLLING J40MENT COEFFICIENT EQUATIONS 
As explained in Chapter III, the total rolling moment coefficient 
will be found by subtracting the losses in rolling moment coefficient due 
to three-dimensional effects from the coefficient which would be obtained 
if a constant pressure existed on the wing behind the shock wave. 
Loss in Rolling Moment Coefficient due to a Pressure Influence above the 
•P » W WW—f—^t—fc>^*»» ' ' ' ' "" •! i i " ii 
Shock Wave.--For this particular case the pressure coefficient was inte-
grated between the Mach angle and the angle at which a line from the top 
of the shock wave no longer intersected the wing surface (see Fig. 26). 
This expression vas then integrated spanwise to give the final rolling 
moment coefficient in region X* Note that the cone angle from the top of 
the shock front was assumed to be equal to Mach angle based on the Mach 
number behind the shock (see .p. 8), 
The rolling moment coefficient Is given by 
«x - V f* • r <*•"> 
where 
-1 
C„ * C . q ~ (1 - 2 B tan ex) (A.12) 
8 
Since the rolling moment was to be determined using oblique; shock 
wave theory the shock wave pressure coefficient, C , was substituted 
ps 
6̂ 
h <x / . \ 
for the linearized pressure coefficient, = — , in Equation (A.2). 
a o 
The incremental area dA was found geometrically from Fig. 26 to 
be 
M « *^A2^M (A,13) 
sin <* 
Substitution of Equations (A«12) and (A.13) into Equation (A.11) 
yields for a wing with a taper of one 
Co B-
X(l-2Btan~) _ y, _ ̂  _ ^ { ^ m 
^ sin"" Cx. 
m 
where °< is the angle at which the ray from the point of dlsturbancs no 
longer intersects the wing surface, and y* is the upper limit of the 
spanwise integration. 
The term y* was determined for the shock angle less than $ for 
arbitrary wing by noting from Fig. 27 that 
c ~ hB) tan 0 
y , A iLJ^ i^ f iHJSL ( A . i5) 
47 e 1 - t an / \ . tan © x 
or 
.. _ 2 y e 2(1 - h'B) tan 9 ,'A - ^ 
y* - _ = : _ ^ - _ - ^ ; _ _ _ _ ^ . {Aalfy} 
For the shock angle greater than 0 and hB l e s s than the r e -
maining t i p chord, c , behind the shock waive, the l imit of in tegra t ion 
i s then given by 
Fig. 25 Planview of Wing Showing the Area of Integration 
in Determining the Three-Dimensional Lift-Curve 
Slope 
Fig. 26 Incremental Area used in the Determination of the 
Rolling Moment Coefficient in Region I 
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Fig. 27 Configuration for Determining the Upper Limit of 
Integration in Region I 
Fig. 28 Configuration for Determining the Lover Limit of 
Integration in Region I 
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y# = 1.0 (A. 17) 
When hB is greater than c the same situation exists as in the 
case of the shock angle less than 0 . Thus, 
2(1 - h3B) tan 0 
^ ~ AR[r^ tan A u tan Oj 
(A.18) 
Referring to Fig* 27, the term hB is greater than c when 
hB > c - e + f 
or, 
hB > c -
b tan A-
te 
2 tan 0 
(A,,19) 
In non-dimensional form Equation (A. 19) becomes 
B > 1 - ~ -
1 - tan. A. . t an 
ten"© (A.2C 
The lower limit of integration of Equation (A. 14); C< ^ is a 
function of the distance along the span a Referring to Figo 28., it can 
seen that 
ex . -1 /lu = tan (-) 
m t 
(A.21) 
•where x is determined from an arbitrary wing plan form, Fig. 28, to be 
x = c « y 
(l - tan -A. tan 9) 
tan © 
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Equation (A.21) then becomes, in non-dimensional fornix 
° * « tan 
m 
-1 V 
AR ~ (1 ~ tan A t e
 t a n @. 
2 tan. © 
(A.22) 
Equation (A. 1*0 was integrated once with respect to c< to get 
where 
c i -




h^B c o s ( i " ±-rw] 
+ 2 
\ H^- - i - * yl o fly! (A.23) 
A_ ( l - t a n / L t a n ©) AR t e 
2 tan © 
It was more convenient to find a loss in rolling moment coefficient 
in each region and subtract this value from the rolling moment that would 
be obtained if the pressure coefficient on the wing surface behind the 
shock were constant, 
The constant pressure rolling moment coefficient is given by the 
product of the area, the moment ana, and the shock wave pressure coeffi-
cient, as determined geometrically from Fig. 29<• For the shock angle 
greater than $ and hB less tha 
dimensional form in region 1 is given by 
c the affected area in non* 
s 
h. . g(l - h'B) - t 
s =s " "IT 
(A.2lf) 
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Fig* 29 Configuration for Determining the Constant Pressure 
Rolling Moment Coefficient in Region I '' 
Fig, 30 Configuration for Determining the Loss in Rolling 
Moment Coefficient due to Tip Effect Behind the 
Shock Wave 
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and the moment ana from the root chord is 
. . ^ j g - h ' B ) - ! 
b (1 - h!B) - | 
{A,25) 
When © is greater than $ and h'B is greater than c^ 9 the 
affected area in region I is 
2 „ M , t ».A.£O; 
and the moment arm is 
y 3 • AR . t lA^fj 
For the shock angle less than $ the same equations are obtained 
as Equations (A»26) and (A.27)„ 
For a constant preasure coefficient in region 1 the rolling moment 
coefficient is 
C_ = C . A" . y< (Ao28) 
1 p ' 
S ^B 
where AJ and y* are dependent upon the shock angle and flap height* 
The loss in rolling moment coefficient in region I is then gi^en by 
C'V := Gl - ci (A.29) 
I WI 
Tip Effect as a Result of the Shock Wave in Reducing the Rolling Moment 
Coefficient. --The loss in rolling moment, region IX, is a result of the 
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freestream conditions outside of the -wing tip influencing conditions on 
the wing surface behind the Maeh cone-from the point of intersection of 
the shock wave and the wing tip. 
Since conical flow has been assumed the pressure coefficient on the 
incremental area dA is constant. By geometric and trigonometric substi-
tution dA was found from Fig* 30 to be 
b • 1\2 d<* 
dA . ( c - *-£-±) ^ (A.30) 
O Q 
WXA'SJX C3 
S « sin ̂  tan 
and 
1 - tan fy.A 
T « — 
tan 0 
Similarly9 the moment axm to the centroid of the incremental area is 
2(c - 5-^1) 
7 m 2 ~ "~3S~~ ' sincK (A .31) 




/ , AR . T\ \ -
G » c 2 \ cos (1 - 2B tan^xQ 





sin c* dc<- '>D \ A.32) 
To determine the loss in rolling moment coefficient due to the tip 
effect it was necessary to find the rolling moment coefficient which voulc 
have occured if there were no tip effects, or if the pressure coefficient 
in region II were constant and the same value as that behind the shock. 
By a similar procedure as in region I, the constant pressure roll-
ing moment coefficient in region II was found to be 
. (1 ~ 
AR . T, r~ 
P * 
'II 
2 AR (tan A+T+ ^ te 
2(1 - **+!) 
1 - 3 ARTtan A , + BT 
1 te 
(A. 33) 
so that the loss in rolling moment coefficient due to the tip effect in 
region II became 
C. - C. (A. 3*0 
JII °II TI 
Tip Effect as a Result of Mach Waves in Reducing the Rolling Moment. Coef-
ficient*--The final region in which a loss in rolling moment occurs is 
that which is created by the intersection of the Mach wave from the top 
of the shock wave and the wing tip (see Fig. .11). 
In region III conical flow theory is no longer valid and the equa-
tions for determining the variation i.n pressure coefficient lose their 
linearity; however, for the purpose of this presentation a eorde-tl flow 
field is assumed. In the equation for the variation of pressure coeffi-
cient with ray angle; Equation (A.12), when the ray angle reaches the Mach 
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angle of the flow behind the shock vave, the pressure coefficient Is the 
sas* as that directly behind the shock vave. For region III the pressure 
coefficient at the Mach angle Is not the sane as that behind the shock 
and varies along the ray. For purposes of simplification, It is assumed 
that the pressure coefficient along the Mach vave bordering region III is 
the average value found in region II. It is shown in Appendix IV that 
this pressure coefficient is approximately one-half of the shock wave 
pressure coefficient. It is this value which is used in the calculations. 
Using the same procedure carried out for the determination of the 
rolling moment coefficient in region II, the rolling moment coefficient 
for region III turns out to be 
în 
(1 „ AJL^ . VB)' 
h TT AR 
cos (1 - 2B tan ex-) 
S2 
1 -
(1 -*£-£-£ - h'B) sin ex 
fTJO dcx. 
Also, the constant pressure rolling moment coefficient is 
(A.35) 
(1 - *B^S - h'B) 
\ • \ # * • AR . cte* A t ~ri r 
1 -
2(1 • AR . T 
2 " 
h 'B) 
3 AR (tat] l A t e + B) 
(A.36) 
Finally, the loss in rolling moment coefficient in region III is 
C . h ' Cl 
HTCI SIII I n 
A.37) 
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Total Rolling Moment Coefficient.--The losses in rolling moment coeffi-
cient were subtracted from the rolling moment coefficient which would 
occur if there were no outside influences on the wing surface behind the 
shock wave. For the shock angle, 0 , greater than 0 the area affected 
by the shock wave is given by 
A - |(C - *-r-£) (A.38) 
In non-dimensional form based on the total exposed wing area with no 
taber, Equation (A.38) becomes 
(1 - *£=!) 
A' = 5- (A. 39) 2 
and the moment arm from the root chord to the centroid of the affected 
area is 
(A.UO) -t _
 2(3 - £R-T) 
y " 3(¥ - ARITJ 
The constant pressure rolling moment coefficient is then 
.ii^pl {k.kl) 
S ^S 
For a shock angle less than 0 ,, the area is given by 
A' = 21b <A- t e> 
The moment arm is 
r = 3I5 (A.43) 
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and the rolling moment coefficient for a constant pressure coefficient is 
Cl = C» W (A'U> 
*B Ps 3 ART!** 
;B J-s 3 AR 
Finally, the total rolling moment coefficient is given by 
l« S Ju 
vhere SC 1 is the loss in rolling moment coefficient due to three-
dimensional effects. 
APPENDIX IV 
DETERMINATION OF THE AVERAGE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 
IN REGION II 
The average pressure coefficient is given by 
f)x c .aA 
C - ^2 (AM) 
av«» \ dA )o 
•where dA in region II was given by Equation (A.30) to be 
(e - M ) 2 
dA , :£ do<v (Ao4?) 
2 S~ 
in which 
S « sin c*̂  tan A + cos ex te 
The pressure coefficient in a conical field is given by 
-1 
C « c . ~» (1 -2Btano<) U.kQ) 
P P„ TT ' 
Subst i tut ion of Equations (A,Vf) and (A„W3) into Equation (A,46) yields 
C f* 
P s \ c o s " 1 ! ! - 2B t a n o O , b«T^2 A . ,A 
*avg» a y S 
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•where A i s tjie area of region I I found from Fig. 30 to be 
b.TV 
,C - ~ o - ) A * a =! 2(tan j V t e + I J 
(A,50) 
For a forty-five degree swept wing with no taper, Equation (A.^9) 
can be approximated by 
avg, 
2 A 
2 T — 
B - 1 
2 « ( 2 B + ±r - 1 
B - 1 
2(B + 1) 
(A.5D 
Subst i tut ion of Equation (A.50) into (A.51) then yields for a for ty-f ive 
degree swept wing 
avg. _ B + 1 2B - 1 
2 B + I ) 2 - 1 
B_~JL 
B + 1 (A.52) 
Over the range 1.0 *z_ B <C 3-0 the average of Equation (A,5-2) is 
0,k2. For a rectangular wing Equation (A. 1*9) reduced to 





» 0.5 (A.5*0 
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